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false dichotomy - Wiktionary
A false dichotomy or false dilemma occurs when an argument
presents two options and ignores, either purposefully or out
of ignorance, other alternatives.
False dichotomy – logical fallacies
false dichotomy (plural false dichotomies). A situation in
which two alternative points of view are presented as the only
options, when others are available.

"False Dichotomy: This is where you say that there are only
two choices, when actually there are more. For instance, you
might say that someone is either alive, .

This free video tutorial helps explain the basics of False
Dichotomy. Get the best test prep review for your exam!.

What is False dichotomy?-It is an example of a logical
fallacy, which is a failure of reasoning. And that's just what
false dichotomy is, a failure of reasoning.
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Ignoring medical cost-benefit analysis is often abused in more
sensationalist media coverage. One common joke involves a kid
riding a bicycle or donkey, in some versions across a border
with a sack of straw every day for years; a suspicious border
guard stops him every time and checks the sack for smuggled
goods, never finding A False Dichotomy. It all depends on if
you agree with the law or not.
Forexample,AFalseDichotomyeitheraConservative,ornotaConservative,
Then that means you used— 4E Haley: The act of presenting two
options makes there become just two options.
Twoforone,butonlyonecalledout:HetoldtheWoodsmanandlaterWirtthatth
the trope Mathematician's Answer. This form of rhetoric is
used to persuade or even threaten, but it ignores the fact
that the individual or group addressed may have a neutral
opinion towards the speaker.
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